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Clouds are challenging to incorporate in global weather
and climate models, since they involve processes on length
scales much smaller than the typical simulation grid resolution.
Therefore clouds are usually not resolved, but represented
in a simplified way using so-called parametrization schemes.
Accurate cloud modeling is important, since one of the largest
remaining uncertainties in climate simulations is related to
clouds and the strong effects of cloud feedback on the climate.
We present our project on replacing the cloud parametriza-
tion scheme in a global weather model by another small-
scale model which can explicitly resolve the cloud processes.
This can be seen as a two-way nesting of a high-resolution
model inside selected grid columns of the global model. The
global weather model in our case is OpenIFS, a version of
the ECMWF operational weather forecasting model. The high-
resolution model is DALES [1], a 3D large-eddy simulation
code.
This nesting, also called superparametrization [2], [3], can
potentially lead to more accurate simulations, at the cost of
requiring more computational power. It also opens the possi-
bility to compare the prediction of the cloud parametrization
scheme with the results from the cloud-resolving model and
can thus provide a way to validate or improve the cloud
parametrizations.
New in our approach is the use of a fully 3D high resolution
model for superparametrization, and the possibility of running
the high-resolution model in selected grid columns of the
global model.
For coupling the two models, we use the OMUSE frame-
work [4]. Both OpenIFS and DALES are written in Fortran.
We have created a Python interface to each model using
OMUSE. Using these interfaces, both models are controlled
from a master script written in Python, which also performs
the calculations required for the coupling.
We present results from our superparametrized simulations
(see Fig. 1), and discuss the role of small-scale variability
for clouds in the superparametrization approach. We also
discuss performance measurements for the coupled system,
some optimizations, and our experiences with using OMUSE
for model coupling.
Fig. 1. 72 Large Eddy Simulations (blue boxes) over the Netherlands coupled
to OpenIFS (purple background). Cloudiness (liquid water path) is shown in
shades of white.
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